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AGLOCATALANA DEL SURO, S.L.is
S.L.is a company dedicated to the manufacture
and commercialization of agglomerated and technical plugs, both in the form of
semi-finished
finished and finished plug prepared for bottling.
Thus, the company has implemented a Quality Management System based on
the ISO 9001:2015 standard as a concept of continuous improvement,
optimizing the requirements, resources, flexibility of the services and the good
attention of the interested parties, attending to its degree of satisfaction. In
addition, it identifies and manages
manages the risks in order to prevent possible
situations that affect the product quality.
The board, based on basic pillars such as product quality, customer satisfaction
and the continuous improvement of the efficiency of the System, is responsible
for establishing
lishing the principles, setting the objectives in terms of quality and
guaranteeing the resources needed to achieve them.
The board of AGLOCATALANA DEL SURO S.L. is committed to ensuring good
professional practice and the quality of goods and services within the Quality
Management System as well as the compliance with the regulation in force and
the requirements of the stakeholders.
stakeh
The Management System is appropriate to the purpose and context of the
Organization and supports
ports the strategic management.
The board controls, confirms and notifies all the documentation and requests all
the personnel to assume the commitment with the Quality Management System
to foster the continuous improvement of the system.
Quality policy is periodically reviewed and communicated to all the company’s
personnel and is publicly available. Periodically, it is released to all relevant
stakeholders.
The board is committed to managing the continuous monitoring and review of
the abovementioned and of the defined objectives, delegating to the Quality
Responsible the functions
ions of management and monitoring of the Quality
Qualit
Management System.
Management

